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CONSIGNMENT STORE CARRIES UNIQUE VINTAGE 



BY SIDONIE SAWYER, ssawyer@herald.com 
Dateline: 

C.P.O. - certified pre-owned - is a term typically reserved for vehicles, but in this case, we're not talking cars.

C.P.O. is a vintage store that's a treasure trove of clothing, jewelry, bags, accessories and furniture, tucked in one of the last neighborhoods of Miami Beach that still has an industrial feel.

There's nothing ragtag about the stock here. Only better brands, many of them designer, make the cut and they're generally in impeccable condition. This is high-end consignment.

On a recent visit, there was a Nicole Miller silk twin-set for $38, a Gucci skirt for $22, a Betsy Johnson dress for $36 (retail price: $220 last summer), a Mata Hari-style necklace of six rows of shiny streaks of metal for $40, lots of Ralph Lauren and loads of Banana Republic, with some items for less than $10. A Louis Vuitton wallet went for $85; one by Kate Spade was $45.

Owner Char Kiel, from San Francisco, moved to Miami three years ago and was surprised by the lack of quality consignment shops like those in her native city, so she decided to open her own.

``The hardest part was to get an inventory,'' said Kiel, 40. She asked her friends to clean out their houses.

Clearly, Kiel has good friends. She was able to fill the cavernous 4,000-square-foot windowless space with merchandise before she opened in July 2003, partly supplemented with items from a bankrupt furniture store.

``I have always been a big fan of consignment. When I was working in an office, it was the only way I could afford to buy an Armani suit,'' she said. Even now, when traveling she still shops consignment.

A former designer for Levi Strauss & Co., Kiel once had her own line of clothing. The C.P.O. T-shirts she sells are her own design.

Not everything is inexpensive. The five-foot-tall Buddha she's offering costs $750, but a comparable one in a store on Lincoln Road in Miami Beach goes for several thousand dollars. Kiel's 1960s-era bean-shaped tables, red velvet couches and salon furniture have a unique flair.

Most consignment shops offer merchandise owners 40 percent of the sale price. Kiel gives them 50 percent, a formula that has helped in her success, she said, with over 600 consigners.

C.P.O. stocks items only for four months. And although some consigners are deeply attached to their old stuff, hauling it back home if it doesn't sell in time, most people allow Kiel to donate it to charity.

Christopher Reda, who works a block away at Joe Allen Restaurant, has been a customer and consigner from the beginning.

``I started taking furniture and knick-knacks, and after about six months of successful sales, I brought in clothing,'' said Reda, 41. The surprise finds at C.P.O. helped him update his pottery and artwork collections from the '50s and '60s. And every time he drops something off, he buys an article of clothing, ``I think the store has an unusual kind of vintage.''

Kiel wants to keep the shop stocked with merchandise that's trendy and attractive to a young urban South Beach crowd, from models to stylists, she said. ``I must sell what I like. Everything has to reflect my style.''

C.P.O. is at 1800 Bay Road, Miami Beach; 305-531-1899. Open Tuesday to Sunday, noon to 7 p.m.; www.cpoconsign.com. 
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